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The tension between physical and virtual space is certainly one of the 
most intense debates in contemporary architectural culture. Digital tools 
have ensured that the time we spend consuming and browsing virtual en-
vironments has grown exponentially, and we can confirm that today we 
spend more time inhabiting digital spaces than experiencing real ones.
As architects, this conflict leads us to consider what the new scenarios for 
the user might be, which are the new materials and tools to work with, 
and how could daily experience be enhanced by looking at both worlds. 
We have travelled far and wide to different iconic contexts to explore al-
ternative techno-activisms; from emerging countries like South Africa to 
territories which embody a more hedonistic countercultural background 
like Goa or Ibiza.
 
This year we have probably chosen one of the places in the world where 
the qualities of the landscape and the context define accurately the con-
cept of immersion and amplification of the senses: the island of Lanzaro-
te in the Canary Islands. This enclave clearly embodies the idea of a land 
of evasion and inner-connections with our mindscapes, a clear counter-
point to virtual life. Its radical, rocky and volcanic landscapes evoke lu-
nar voyages, and become a platform from which to observe the world. 
We will think of such a territory as our base camp. From here we will track 
the links between a physical landscape which suggests a form of tourism 
based on observation and contemplation, and a deterritorialized virtual 
tourism oriented towards immersive trips trough digital spaces. We will 
investigate how to act as a travel agency for the post-internet generation: 
Total Immersion Tour Operator. With this identity we will shape a new 
concept of community: techno-tourists travelling from these rocky obser-
vatories to fluid virtual fields.
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TECHNO-TOURISM

Tourism is one of the most rapidly expanding global economies that in-
volves human experience, technology and territory. And its trends are 
developing at the same speed. If two decades ago the options revolved 
around sea, mountain or urban tourism, now the options have multiplied 
with its democratisation and specialisation: adventure, disasters, luxury, 
experience, peer-to-peer, wellness, culinary, medical... and responsible 
tourism in all its guises, from ecotourism and indigenous travel to volun-
teerism.

All these ways of knowing “the other” – either places or humans – are 
conformed by the geographical, climatic, cultural or historic conditions 
of their territories, and are also sensitive to wars, political instability, oil 
prices, or climate change, as recent events in Algeria, Jordan or the US 
have demonstrated. Yet, they are also transformed through technology: 
internet has individualised the search for alternatives, airline competi-
tion has broadened available destinations and reviews on social media si-
tes have transformed tourists into critics. We ask: how does virtual reality 
affect and constitute techno-tourists? How do their physical and virtual 
experiences co-constitute one another? How are landscapes and ways of 
knowing altered?

LANZAROTE

Lanzarote, a small island off the African coast, will be our techno-tourist 
destination. With the same excitement as in the 18th and 19th century’s 
scientific expeditions, our techno-tourists will encounter its volcanic 
land and unique ecosystem, declared a Biosphere Reserve in 1993 by the 
UNESCO. Its moon-like landscape, constant mild temperature, bright sun 
and dynamic winds make up an experiential environment that has drawn 
the attention of two tourist models: the “sun and sea” model, consumed 
mostly by Brits and Germans; and the sustainable one, enhanced by a 
long tradition of sustainable practices, conservation and the promotion 
of cultural heritage by authorities, intellectuals and artists, becoming a 
worldwide reference of this approach.
Architecture has played a fundamental role in shaping this immersive en-
vironment by strongly engaging with its physical and climatic conditions, 
promoted by the work of César Manrique and Fernando Higueras. And 
yet, their approach offered another singularity: architecture also engaged 
with hedonism and enjoyment. As a painter, sculptor, ecologist, curator 
of monuments, construction counsellor, planner of urban complexes and 
landscapes, garden designer and architect, Manrique redefined not only 
what architecture could do to the landscape, but also to human experien-
ce and tourism. 
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NEW VERSIONS OF TRIP: FROM NOMADIC HOTEL-OBSERVATORIES TO VIR-
TUAL HOTELS

The Unit investigates proposals that, beside the creation of immersive 
hotel lobbies stemming from iconic references, are also inspired by the 
countercultural techno-settlements and other radical architectures like 
The House of the Century where Ant Farm created a whole system of envi-
ronmental observation. Through new recording devices, Ant Farm desig-
ned an editable narrative process where the users were capable of crea-
ting their own audiovisual version of the site. The hotel-observatory will 
operate in the same way, from a privileged position, strategically landed 
in an enclave surrounded by beauty, it will contemplate the island of Lan-
zarote in order to record and create new formats of personal panoramas, 
going from the physical contemplation to their virtual immersive version. 
Bizarre precedents of this transition between a physical residence and its 
techno-virtual symmetry will be analysed looking at Bill Gates’ house near 
Seattle. 

PROPOSAL: IMMERSIVE ACCESS

Following the path opened by César Manrique, students will design a phy-
sical and a virtual hotel for techno-tourists, focusing on the design of its 
immersive access during the first semester.

As the first ambassadors of their Tour Operators, students will research 
Lanzarote’s geographical, social and environmental conditions, as well 
as new trends in tourism and virtual reality, in order to construct a critical 
response to both the brief and the site, and propose a topic and location 
for their  hotel/observatory. They will prepare the virtual description of 
where, what and how the hotel could be.

The field trip will be the moment in which Tour Operators confront the 
physical experiences in Lanzarote. Students will document their site and 
their immersion in it by means of 360º images, videos, and a field trip han-
dbook which will gather sketches of the development of the Immersive 
Access.

Once back in the Tour Operators’ Headquarters students will develop 
plans, sections and other personal documents that describe their physical 
and virtual hotel lobbies for the rest of the term. 
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Outputs:

-Postcard-booklet. Size A5
-Tourist/site map. It will be portfolio size, and foldable to be used during 
the fieldtrip as a navigational document. 
-Two plans and two sections of the physical hotel lobby. Portfolio size. 
Scale to be determined by each student (min 1/200)
-Virtual description of the hotel lobby. Starting with a 3D description, 
what would be the plans and sections of a VR space?

Term 1 Skills & Tools

- Reading abilities: comprehension and communication of theoreti-
cal and architectural texts
- Reading abilities for maps and geographical information
- Spherical Photography: Use of devices (Theta camera) and asso-
ciated software/apps to get immersive pictures
- Personal research skills, 
- Strategies for working with digital technologies and translating on 
2D drawings digital spatial experiences
- Drawing techniques to communicate ideas more effectively gra-
phically

Vineyards on lava Jameos del Agua by C. Manrique
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Calendar:
Week 1: 28th September
 Intermediate Unit Introduction.
 Intermediate Unit Interviews.
 First Meeting - presentation of brief
Presentation of the exercise 

Week 2: 5th October
- TALK on Lanzarote and Tourism? 
- TALK on Virtual Reality. Potentialities and critique of the virtual 
- TALK on Benidorm and mass experience tourism.

Initial research on Lanzarote/tourism into the Booklet. Readings discus-
sion and site selection into the Booklet and tourist/site map.

Week 3: 12th October
 TALK on architral hotel, lobby and immersion access references.
  First draft design of Immersive Access (physical and virtual hotel 
lobby) 

Week 4: 19th October
 WORKSHOP . 2d y 3d-modelling. 

Week 5: 26th October
 WORKSHOP on InDesign to make portfolio templates 
 Trip preparation. Project´s research and development plan in the 
site.
   
Week 6: 2nd November
 OPEN WEEK. Trip to Lanzarote
 Site visit and registration, field trip note book production. 
 
Week 7: 9th November
 Development of physical hotel lobby.

Week 8: 16th November
 Development of virtual hotel lobby.

Week 9: 23rd November
 24th November. Pin-up/ Jury. Physical and Virtual Immersion ac-
cesses.

Week 10: 30th November
 Development of Physical and Virtual Immersion accesses. Plans 
and sections, virtual.

Week 11: 7th December
PORTFOLIO CHECK - manual containing images and drawings 

Week 12:14th December
15th December. Final Jury and Christmas Party. 
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XXI CENTURY OBSERVATORIES AN AMPLIFIED VIEW 

“To observe is not to look, but to look, listen and take notes; isolate, build 
a laboratory with the view” wrote the architect Iñaki Ábalos in his book 
Atlas Pintoresco. Vol. 1: El Observatorio
There are several interesting pieces in architectural history that talk about 
this condition of observing. The Outlook Tower by Patrick Geddes in the 
late 19th century is a pure construction lift around this concept. The tower 
provides two journeys: the ascending one to connect with the outside 
world (a panoramic view of Edinburgh) and the descending one, interna-
lly, to connect with its broad cultural context (Edinburgh, Scotland, lan-
guage, Europe and the world). The observatory connects perception with 
knowledge, what is out there with our thoughts.
How would the 21st century version of these ancient observatories be 
like? What kind of new windows appear on scene with new digital tools? 
What new platforms will blend a record of the physical environment  with 
the associated informational data?

VR 

We can confirm that today we spend more time navigating digital spaces 
than experiencing real ones. One field after another, music, finance, cul-
ture… have found their equivalent in the digital world. The libraries that 
we visit most frequently are not those buildings filled with publications 
on paper, our personal library is at home and it’s a program with capacity 
for almost infinite books. Architectural typologies have their digital trans-
lation but miss their spatial attributes. Just as in the book Flatland, a tale 
about a planet inhabited by 2D shapes, we are living in a flattened world 
designed by programmers.
Virtual Reality can provide spatiality to that digital daily experience. 2016 
is expected to be the year of this technology and from multiple media is 
described as the definitive platform which is going to transform our do-
mestic habits. The main current powers, Facebook, Samsung, Sony, HTC… 
are investing spectacular numbers and talents in this area. 
Putting this pair of goggles on, you’re placed in the centre of a completely 
new spatial situation. You can look all around, move along the space, inte-
ract with your environment… that phenomenological sensation of being 
immersed is defined by VR pioneers in existential terms: “presence”.
It’s obvious that video games will be the first field to appropriate this per-

White Beach, Lanzarote
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formance. But we are seeing that thanks to its highly emphatic properties 
it’s starting to be used by contemporary artists like Chris Milk or FIELD for 
different goals.
 New architectural designs under virtual rules are to be done: spaces to 
amplify our senses, to enhance de daily life experience, new architectural 
images with no gravity nor up or down... infinite landscapes. 

PROPOSAL: THE HOTEL/OBSERVATORY. PHYSICAL ENCLAVE AND VIRTUAL 
HUBS
This will be the main term to develop the core of the project and the por-
tfolio. Students will work in parallel, developing the physical definition of 
the hotel and its translation to a virtual experience at the same time.
The hotel is an observatory, a shelter for travellers to connect with the 
world that surrounds them. 

The Physical Hotel will contain:
- The Lobby. Developed over the First Term.
- Observatories. Rooms to watch specific landscape areas of the is-
land.
- The Control Room. A technological playground where techno-
tourists will play with their devices, share knowledge, tests their experi-
ments…
- The Garden. A recreational area associated to an interior landsca-
pe intervention, with local species, a swimming pool…
- 10 rooms.

The Virtual Hotel is an experience you can visit from everywhere. It’s de-
signed in VR and it can be visualised with the Oculus Rift platform or equi-
valent devices:
It will contain:
- Virtual Lobby. First environment from where you can access to the 
rest of the experience content. Developed over the First Term.
- Virtual Observatories. Virtual rooms to perceive different parts of 
the island through a spherical view.
- Virtual Spa. Multimedia rest area associated to multiple relaxing 
phenomena.

Virtual Hotel. Mi5VR                                                                                                                    Grand Hotel Budapest. Wes Anderson             
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Calendar:

Winter term 2016.
11 january to 24 march

- Week 1:  UNIT TRIP 2 Madrid, Spain   
Workshop “VR. Unity software. Oculus Rift transfer” by Fernando Gomez 
Conversation and talk by digital artist Claudia Maté. She is the designer of 
the awarded FKA Twigs Album Cover. www.claudiamate.com
- Week 2: Presentation of the exercise “The Hotel/Observatory”
   TS discussions with 3rd years 
- Week 3: Pin-up on initial physical hotel design. Site plan, elevation, 
plans, section, images
- Week 4: Pin-up on initial virtual hotel design. User Experience, vi-
sualizations, scenarios, interactions
Talk and conversation with Oliviu Lugojan from Universal Assembly Unit. 
www.universalassemblyunit.com
- Week 5:  OPEN WEEK. 
A visit to FIELD Studio. Digital artists, VR developers, headset designers 
(www.field.io)   
- Week 6:  Intensive TS production for 3rd years 
  Tutorials on the Physical hotel and portfolio format
- Week 7: Tutorials on the Virtual Hotel – Unity format
Skype Tutorials on Unity with Fernando Gomez (Madrid)
- Week 8:  Intensive drawing week
   Term 2 Final Jury
- Week 9: Portfolio check - format everything into the manual
   TS Interim Jury
   2nd Years Preview tables
- Week 10:  3rd year Preview tables     
  Term 2 Final Jury
- Week 11: 3rd year Submissions Hand-In
   

Term 2 Output

Violescence. FIELD.              
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PORTFOLIO DRAWINGS (mínimum requirements)

Physical Hotel:
- Plans of the different levels, sections and elevations.
- Material system of the hotel
- Kits of parts used to build the hotel structure
- Visual and Sensory effects of the building envelope or glazing on 
its guests/surroundings.
- Relationship of the hotel to the cultural context of Lanzarote / Ca-
nary Islands and the community / tourist who inhabits it.
- Drawing explaining how the building can be self-sufficient or sus-
tainable in terms of energy and infrastructure, in accordance with natural 
protection areas policies.
- 3d renderings and images of the hotel and its surroundings.
Virtual Hotel
- Map of the digital experience. Content and topological organiza-
tion.
- 3D linedrawings definition of the different spaces.
- 3D renderings of the different spaces.
- 3D renderings of the available interactions provided on the digital 
experience.
- Drawing incorporating the spherical photos provided on the digi-
tal experience.
RESEARCH SHEETS / BOOKLETS
- Hotel Booklet. Commercial catalogue describing the program and 
the areas of the hotel
- Postcards. Commercial renderings of the hotel with a touristic for-
mat
- Case Studies of hotels (eg: John Portman´s atriums, Jean Nouvel´s 
hotels, OMA-H&deM Manhattan Hotel Project, Phillipe Stark´s Boutique 
Hotels, Wes Anderson´s Grand Hotel Budapest, Ace Hotels, Grupo Habita 
Hotels…).
- Architects Case Studies. Cesar Manrique and Fernando Higueras 
interventions in Lanzarote

Term 2 Skills & Tools

- Drawing techniques to communicate ideas more effectively gra-
phically
- The use of Virtual Reality headset and gaming device Oculus Rift.
- UNITY: an interactive tool for video game development, immersi-
ve architectural visualizations and interactive media installation.
- Technical understanding of how the building is put together
- Strategies for working with digital technologies and translating on 
drawings on paper digital spatial experiences
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IMMERSIVE TOUR: INNOVATIVE VISUAL FORMATS.

This type of tourism with a virtual goal will require new forms of visual 
editing, so during the year the unit will become a laboratory of visual ex-
ploration, using innovative image protocols to translate the beauty of this 
rocky platform into a broader touristic experience to be shared globally. 
The third term will finalise these formats understanding the portfolio as a 
new opportunity to render the 3D immersive world into 2D formats. This 
version of portfolio will hybridise ingredients coming from catalogue for-
mats and travel guides. We’ll also design 360º printed immersive devices, 
and accompanying the VR devices we’ll launch simultaneously a video 
version or browseable interfaces to operate with the final architectural 
proposals, being able to communicate the results to a broader audience.

CATALOGUE/PORTFOLIO

The catalogue is the technical format associated to technological pro-
ducts from its first black and white standardised versions. Yet the catalo-
gues made during the 1950s started to incorporate graphics, a sense of 
colour and thoughtful layouts that engaged their audience. Then in the 
60s another version of catalogue arose, black and white again, but looking 
for a cheap and a planetary expansion, the Whole Earth Catalogue; this 
edition from Steward Brand was a perfect balance between latest techno-
logies and environmental knowledge. With these references our updated 
catalogue will be an ideal portfolio format since it’ll contain self-explana-
tory drawings and instructions of how the low impact hotel is built, star-
ting from the landscape data and how this structure has a wider impact 
on the local community and the landscape.

VISION OBJECTS

The unit will redefine a new tribe of travellers. This typology of techno-
tourism will set out a group of physical and technological devices for ob-
servation. The hotel will be operated as a lunar base provided with va-
rious “optical instruments” to experience the outer world, from mobile 
systems to record-like drones, rovers, or submarines, to optical gadgets 
and filters incorporated in the architectural skin. We will take another look 
at case studies like the Truckstop Network from Ant Farm, who defined a 
whole network of “media eyes” to record the new visions of western Ame-
rica. With such a background the tourist-user as an astronaut, will navigate 
through heavens, volcanic landscapes, and sea beds adding an augmen-
ted perception via virtual technologies. We will understand windows, ar-
chitectural skins or filters as opportunities to redefine de surfaces and the 
typologies of traditional architectures associated to touristic enclaves like 
Lanzarote, and also adding qualities and enriching the displaced virtual 
experience.
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Calendar:

Spring term 2015.

28 april to 27 june

- Week 1: 3rd year TS Final Submission, 2nd year jury/ Tutorials

- Week 2: PORTFOLIO REVIEW for second and third year students
TS High Pass/ Low Pass Jury

- Week 3: Preparing the media show, Rehearsals 1  

- Week 4: Media editing supervisors

- Week 5: Undergraduate Jury Weeks - Final Jury (week 5)

- Week 6: Portfolio check and presentation rehearsals 2

- Week 7: 2nd year final tables

- Week 8: 3rd year Part I check
2nd years to start work on exhibition

- Week 9: RIBA External Examination (3rd year)
End of the year exhibition

Inter 11 Students work:              Emily Hayden Shereen Doummar Petro El-Hage
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Petro El-Hage

Output:

VR Oculus + Video: Final VR immersive interaction + Video displaying the 
journey through the spaces.
Booklets: New traveller’s booklet guide, incorporating the maps, post-
cards, and local research.
Portfolio: Catalogue format with minimum content of: 

- Drawings and images showing how the structure is inhabited and used.
- Long-term impact on the island context, consequences for the ecosys-
tem.
- Exploded axonometric showing the part of the “eye-skin”.
- Postcards/renders showing the journey.
- Renders and images of the final proposal/ model.
- Details of how the building is assembled, joints, components etc.

Models: From the TS test and conclusions, production of an optical device 
as an inside-outside threshold to be used during the presentations.
Term 3 Skills & Tools

- Drawing techniques to communicate ideas more effectively gra-
phically
- The use of Virtual Reality headset and gaming device Oculus Rift.
- Video editing
- Technical understanding of how the building is assembled and di-
sassembled
- Abilities in oral presentation 

Water Pod. Emily Hayden Inter 11                                                                                                           Virtual Museum. Mi5VR       
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Technical Studies will look at temporary structures for specific location on 
the island; the hotels will work like spaceships or nomadic architectures 
that touch the ground lightly. The structures are built to house hotels-ob-
servatories, hybridizing the program of a hotel by incorporating the world 
of the observatories to amplify the experience. 
Technical Studies proposals will always examine the perception inside-
outside:
- Research materiality of the surfaces.
- How the materials/effects relate to the senses.
- How the façades and filters become optical devices to amplify percep-
tion.
- Kit of parts of the optical devices including filters.
- What is the impact of this building on future hotels.
- Testing how this perception affects the body.
- How it can be self-sustainable in terms of energy.
The TS submission will be an extension of the portfolio and will be a cru-
cial part of the portfolio/catalogue as a self-explanatory guide of how to 
build your optical device/“eye-skin” and its effects on the new version of 
a touristic tour. Other important precedents will be stage sets, pavilions, 
plug-in architecture, and digital installations.

References:

Ant Farm: House of the Century
                 Truckstop Network

Diller & Scofidio: The Slow House

Fernando Higueras

Cesar Manrique

John Portman

Fernando Menis (Menis+Pastrana)

Bonaventure Hotel. John Portman          Bonaventure Hotel. Axonometric. John Portman          Art Instalation. Cesar Manrique                    
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Theory:
Kholeif, Omar Ed. You are here, Art after the internet
Jaron, Lanier. You are not a Gadget. A Manifesto and Who owns the futu-
re?
Deleuze, Gilles. Desert Island and other texts.
Sloterdijk, Peter. Spheres III. (Chapter on Islands)
Fuller, R. Buckminster & Jaime Snyder. Operating Manual for Spaceship 
Earth
Ito, Toyo. Tarzans in the Media Forest
McHale, John. The Future of the Future
McLuhan, Eric. Essential Marshall McLuhan
Ortega, Lluis: Digitalization takes command.

Architecture, art and technology:
Virtual House (Any Magazine 19-20)
Manrique, César. Lanzarote, Arquitectura Inédita
Fernando Higueras, Intexturas Extructuradas
Elliasson, Olafur. Lanzarote
Brand, Stewart. Whole Earth Catalogue, wholeearth.com
Burns, Jim. Arthropods. New design futures.
Gordon, Alastair. Spaced Out: Radical Environments of the Psychedelic Six-
ties
Hollein, Hans. Hans Hollein, Design: Man transforms : Concepts of an Exhi-
bition
Kozel, Susan. Closer: Performance, technology, phenomenology
Mitchell: City of Bits
MVRDV: Costa Iberica
Rinzler, J.W. Star Wars: The Blueprints
Schwartzmann, Madelaine. See yourself sensing. Redefining human per-
ception
Scott, Felicity. Ant Farm, The living Archive 7
Shaoqing, Wang. New Portable Architecture: Designing Mobile & Tempo-
rary
Structures
Warrick, Patricia. The Cybernetic Imagination in Science Fiction

 Ready Player One. Ernest Cline                       Corona de Espinas. Fernando Higueras  
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Narrative:
Cline, Ernest. Ready Player One
Houllebecq Michel, Lanzarote 
Huxley, Aldous. The Island
Verne, Jules. The Mysterious Island.

Film:
Destination Moon (1950)
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
Star Wars (1980)
Blade Runner (1982)
Jodorowsky’s Dune (2013)
The Lord of the Flies (Brook, 1969)
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Google Maps

Manuel Collado Arpia and Nacho Martín Asunción are founders of the Madrid-based office Mi5VR 

-Virtual and Real Architecture-. They have won and built several competitions, and their work has been 

published in a range of media such as Dezeen, Icon, Mark and El País. Since 2003 they have taught at various 

institutions including the Architectural Polytechnic Universities like: UAH Madrid, UA Alicante and UCJC 

Madrid, beside AA Summer School, Digital arts and Experience Master Program and Fashion Design at IED 

Madrid. They have also participated in several juries, lectures and exhibitions such as the Venice Biennale, 

RIBA London, IVAM Valencia and GD-NYU. They both obtained their PhD at ETSAM Madrid in 2013.

Youth Center in Rivas (Madrid). Mi5 VR.                                                        Polivagina (Murcia). C+ Architects

–—mi5 
architects.|||||

Nerea Calvillo is an Architect, lecturer, researcher and curator. The work produced at her office, C+ 

arquitectos, and her visualization projects like In the Air have been presented, exhibited and published at 

international venues. She has taught at the UEM, Alicante University, the Architectural Association and the 

GSD  Harvard University. She is currently a Poiesis Fellow (NYU), Medialab-Prado´s curator of the Connecting 

Cities Network European project on Media Facades and Teaching Assistant at the Centre for Interdisciplinary 

Methodologies at University of Warwick.
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